AQUA Clear Lacquer Brush Pen : Waterbased product - protect from frost!
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Maintaining, cleaning, repairing like the professionals

a
Terracott

...AFTER

Take a look! Find training and color mixing video on www.youtube.com/picobelloUSA

Notes on the Planer:
Use the jagged comb of the red inlet part to clean planer grooves thoroughly after each use.
Just wipe off planer tip with the Cotton Cloth.

BEFORE...

Safety Instructions for Battery Melter: Always store melter with cap fitted and ensure ON/OFF switch is set to
OFF position. Tip becomes hot during operation. Never bring the tool into contact with water. After operation, allow
tip to cool down before storage. Always turn off melter after operation, while pushing the switch into the OFF position.
Disposal of electrical and electronic appliances and components: For the sake of our environment and in order
to recycle as completely as possible the raw materials used, the end-user is requested to deliver used or defective
appliances to a public waste collection point for electronic scrap. A crossed-out wheeled bin symbol indicates that
the product is to be delivered to a collection point for electronic scrap to ensure that raw materials are recycled in the
best possible way. Thus, you fulfil your legal duties and contribute to environmental protection!

TO U S E

Notes on the Melter:
To operate the melter, you require three 1.5V AA batteries. Insert the batteries as shown in
the picture. Before operating the melter, take off protective cap and set the yellow slide to
the „ON“ position. To heat the melter, press and hold down the blue button for 10-15 seconds.
A red light indicates that the melter is heating up. Should the Hard Wax start smoking during
melting, release the „ON“ button – the tip cools down slowly. You can increase the temperature at any time while pressing the „ON“ button. Please do not forget to replace the cap
when melter is no longer needed.

EASY

• 5 Ceramic Filler sticks (4 cm)
(Color Series Terracotta)
• 1 Special Fillers Applicator including Sanding Pad
and small Sanding and Polishing Cloth
• 1 Sanding and Polishing Cloth
• 1 Cotton Cloth
• 1 Battery Melter, 3x batteries
• 1 AQUA Brush Pen Clear Lacquer as Sealing Pen
(gloss)

CERAMIC REPAIR KIT

G61471 Ceramic Filler Set,
Terracotta Series

FOR CERAMICS, STONE AND TILES

G61451

SET CONTENTS

IT‘S JUST SO EASY …

1

Preparation

The area to be repaired has to be clean,
dry and free from grease. If necessary,
remove any loose or sticking out particles.

2

Melting

Activate the melter as described overleaf. Hold the hot melter tip to a Ceramic Filler stick of a matching color shade
and melt off a little filler. You can also
mix several color shades (see picture 5).

3

Filling

Use the tip of the melter to apply the
molten filler to the damaged area.
Always slightly overfill the area. After
each melting process, clean melter
tip on the cotton cloth. Caution: Risk
of burns.

Numerous application videos about the picobello®products can be viewed at www.picobello-shop.us
and at www.youtube.com/picobelloUSA, of course also about the Ceramic Filler. See in the clip how to
repair a chipped edge on a tile. So, just have a look …

7

Shake Pen

To protect the repaired area, apply a
sealing with the AQUA Brush Pen Clear
Lacquer. Before using the pen for the first
time, rinse out brush tip under running
water and dry it with the Cotton Cloth.
Shake pen for about 30 seconds. Rattle
of mixing balls must be clearly heard.

8

De-Aerate Pen

Take off cap. Before each use, hold pen
with tip pointing upwards in a cloth and
squeeze area marked “P/PRESS”. The pen
is de-aerated.

9

Activate Pen

Hold pen with tip pointing downwards
over the Cotton Cloth and again carefully
press area marked “P/PRESS“. Lacquer
flows into the brush tip. Lightly dab off
brush tip on the Cotton Cloth to avoid a
too wet sealing.

TIP

4

Levelling

5

Color Adjustment

Use the sharp grooves of the Special If the color of the filled area does not
Fillers Applicator to strip off excess match very well, you can always make
material.
a color adjustment. Just melt a little
material off one or two Ceramic Filler
sticks and intermix with the filler in
the damaged area.

6

Levelling

Again, after filling, strip off excess material with the Special Fillers Applicator.
Finally, use the wide front edge of the
planer in a rapid motion to smoothen
the repair. Important: Do not scratch
with the tip.

10

Sealing

Apply the lacquer evenly in one direction to the repaired area. If possible, do
not apply lacquer to the surroundings.
If lacquer flow decreases, again squeeze
area marked “P/PRESS” and slightly dab
brush tip on the Cotton Cloth. After use,
wash out brush tip with water and dab
dry on a cloth.

11 Sheen Level Adjustment

Cleaning of the Planer Grooves

When the repaired area has dried for
a while (after approx. 5-10 minutes at
room temperature), the sheen level of
the sealed area can be adjusted with
the Sanding and Polishing Cloth. The
green side of the cloth polishes while
the white side reduces the sheen level.

Clean planer grooves with the jagged
comb of the red inlet part thoroughly
after each use. Just wipe off planer tip
with the Cotton Cloth.

